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Small Projects Assignment { Math 150B, Spring 2014
Show all your work. Correct answers without full justi�cations receive no credit.


Only typed solutions will be accepted.
Only one (can be double-sided) page is allowed for each problem.


Warning: Sharing the solutions is strictly prohibited and will result in no credit.


Problem 1. (10 points)
The Outer Banks consists of a 100-mile (160-km) long string of beaches and narrow barrier islands on the
East Coast of the United States. The Outer Banks form approximately the northern half of the state of North
Carolina's Atlantic coastline, and separate the Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds from the Atlantic Ocean. (see,
Wikipedia for more information, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outer Banks .)


The Outer Banks was the site of the Wright brothers' �rst 
ight in a powered, heavier-than-air vehicle on
December 17, 1903. The site where they 
ew is now located in the beachfront town of Kill Devil Hills, where
the Wright Brothers National Monument commemorates the historic 
ight. Kill Devil Hill is a broad sand dune
that peaks at 66 feet above Albemarle Sound, which lies due west.


Imagine that you on the top of Kill Devil Hill (see the �gure below) on a calm day with no waves. Through a
telescope, you are watching a friend swim across the sound toward the mainland. Because of the curvature of
the earth, she will eventually disappear across the horizon. How far away (in feet) can your friend get before
she disappears from view? Provide your results using 4, 5, and 6 digits arithmetics.


Note: Assume that the height of the telescope is zero, while the radius of the earth is 2:09�107 feet, signi�cant
to three digits.


Problem 2. (10 points)
A stone was thrown into air from a roof of a building 100 feet high, with the speed of 20ft


s
and 30� angle (from


the ground level). While neglecting air resistance, �nd:


(a) The position (x(t);y(t)) of the stone at any time t � 0.


(b) stone's highest altitude,


(c) the time needed for the stone to reach the ground,


(d) stone's position (from the building) when it hits the ground,
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(e) stone's velocity (it's a vector !) and speed when it hits the ground.


Note: Provide exact results. No approximations !!! Assume that the acceleration due to gravity is 32 ft/sec2


directed downward. Choose upward direction as the positive vertical axis.


Problem 3. (20 points)
A spherical tank of radius R meters is to be used to hold 
uid. You are given a stick to dip into tank, and you
want to calibrate the scale on it such that it reads the volume of 
uid in the tank.
(a) Find the equation whose solution determines the height of the 
uid for a given volume V . Provide details
of your work.


(b) For R = 3 and a sample volume V = 4
3
�, use Newton's method to determine the height of the 
uid with


accuracy of 10�3. Provide details of your work.


Hint: Consider Figure 1.


Figure 1. A spherical tank of radius R �lled with a liquid to height H above its bottom.


Problem 4. (30 points)
A man wearing a parachute falls from rest toward the earth. The combined weight of man and parachute is
W = 161 lb. Let V(t) denote his speed at time t seconds after the fall begins. During the �rst 10 seconds,
the air resistance is V=2. Thereafter, while the parachute is open, the air resistance is 10V . The gravitational
acceleration g = 32:2 ft=s2.


(a) Find an explicit formula V (t) at any time greater than 10 seconds.
(b) What is the terminal velocity of the motion ? Give the result using the mile/hour unit.


(c) Find the terminal velocity in the case when a parachute does not open ? Give the result using the mile/hour
unit.


Problem 5. (30 points)
In a series of experiments on a planet (not necessarily Earth) projectiles were shot vertically into space. The
data from the those experiments include initial velocities v0, impact velocities vi, and the total times of the
projectiles in motion, i.e., tup + tdown.


These motions were described by the pair of di�erential equations


m
dv


dt
= �mg � kv; k > 0; m > 0; g > 0;


positive y-axis up, origin at ground level so that v(0) = v0 at y = 0, for the \up" motion, and


m
dv


dt
= mg � kv; k > 0; m > 0; g > 0;


positive y-axis down, origin at the maximum height hmax so that v = 0 at y = 0, for the \down" motion. These
equations describe the motion of the projectile when rising and falling, respectively.


Determine the acceleration of gravity g for the planet in terms of v0, vi, and tup + tdown.
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